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Ten constructed wetlands, situated in agricultural areas in the south of Sweden, are investigated for 

phosphorus (P) retention and factors affecting the efficiency. These wetlands are situated in areas 

dominated by clay or heavy clay soils. National monitoring and estimations have shown that 

agricultural areas dominated by such clay soils have among the highest phosphorus losses. It has 

also been shown that a large proportion of P is transported in particulate form; hence, it is expected 

that sedimentation is the predominant P retention process in the selected wetlands. Sedimentation of 

clay may, however, be difficult to achieve in wetlands, and the aim of the study is to quantify the 

function of wetlands as sinks for the P lost from the catchments. 

Sedimentation and accumulation of particles are measured once a year using sedimentation plates 

(40×40 cm) placed on the bottom of the wetlands. Additional sedimentation traps (estimating gross 

sedimentation) have been placed in three of the wetlands, and those are emptied two times per year. 

This paper presents results for P and soil retention after the first year (in kg P ha-1 year-1), estimated 

by extrapolating the amount of sediment accumulated on the plates, and the content of total 

phosphorus (TP), to the whole wetland area. Furthermore, one wetland was selected for a detailed 

investigation of the effect of a vegetation filter, which in a previous study has been shown to have a 

positive effect on particle retention. Here, estimates of net and gross sedimentation are measured 

before, within and after the vegetation filter. 

To identify some factors of significant importance for wetland P load and retention efficiency, the 

statistical relationship with different wetland and catchment characteristics is analyzed. The factors 

included are the ratio wetland area to catchment area, average hydraulic load, and various 

catchment characteristics, e.g. soil type, topography, fertilization history, and soil P fractions.  

Since there is some uncertainty regarding sedimentation of fine clay particles (< 0.2 µm), the size 

fractions of the accumulated sediment is determined to see whether or not the finest clay particles 

from the catchments settle in the wetlands. Previous studies have shown a correlation between 

particle size and bioavailability, where finer clay particles contain larger proportion of easily 

available P. Trapping the finest clay particles is therefore of particular ecological importance and 

needs to be further investigated. 

 


